With the increased use of smart phones, Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) will have opportunities to deploy such devices in several contexts for data collection and processing. While smart phones come with richer resources and can do complex processing, their battery is still limited. Background subtraction (BS) and compression techniques are common data reduction schemes, which have been used for camera sensors to reduce energy consumption in WMSNs. In this paper, we investigate the performance of various BS algorithms and compression techniques in terms of computation and communication energy, time, and quality. We have picked five different BS algorithms and two compression techniques and implemented them in an Android platform. Considering the fact that these BS algorithms will be run within the context of WMSNs where the data is subject to packet losses and errors, we also investigated the performance in terms of packet loss ratio in the network under various packet sizes. The experiment results indicated that the most energy-efficient BS algorithm could also provide the best quality in terms of the foreground detected. The results also indicate that data reduction techniques including BS algorithms and compression techniques can provide significant energy savings in terms of transmission energy costs.
Introduction
The increasing availability of battery-operated low-or highresolution wireless cameras [1, 2] provides opportunities to improve the quality, scalability, and efficiency of current remote surveillance and monitoring systems via smart networking and processing techniques. Referred to as WMSNs, such networks can be used in several outdoor applications such as border surveillance, habitat monitoring, and critical infrastructure monitoring in the large scale due to convenient deployment of wireless cameras with cheaper costs [3, 4] . The main advantage of WMSNs compared to the traditional multicamera network is that they can operate in environments where there is no electricity and Internet access [5] .
In addition to these battery-operated cameras in WMSNs, the rapid adoption of smart phones provides a growing capability to collect, identify, and transport a wide variety of multimedia data in a convenient manner. Possible use of smart phones in WMSNs for monitoring purposes brings additional gains into picture due to their processing power and ubiquity. WMSNs typically suffer from poor resources and thus the current research has focused on lightweight mechanisms when dealing with multimedia data processing and communication. The use of smart phones may alleviate some of these issues in several contexts. In particular, the use of smart phones during emergency situations is invaluable. The smart phones can be used as backup mechanisms for the collection and transmission of multimedia data. For instance, during an earthquake, when there is no Internet connection via the communication infrastructure, smart phones can be used to receive multimedia data (i.e., acting as a gateway) from existing low-resolution/fixed wireless cameras and relay it to a center via 4G connections. Similarly, survivors can be recorded by smart phones and this data can be relayed via the smart phones' wireless connections. Smart phones can be used as temporary relays/gateways in national parks when the surveillance cameras' network connection is lost/damaged due to some disasters such as fire or storms [6, 7] . In all of these cases, the smart phones can process the multimedia data but the use is temporary due to the limited battery power they have. Therefore, given the criticality of the situations, the battery power should be used wisely. This necessitates some smart data processing techniques to reduce the energy consumption of the smart phones. While existing research in WMSNs has already focused on such smart techniques, there was always the problem of limited CPU and memory, which restricted the use of sophisticated multimedia processing techniques on these cameras. As a result, only primitive approaches have been preferred or proposed for these nodes. Such challenges, however, are not the case for smart phones as they come with more sophisticated CPUs and larger memories. Therefore, most of the existing techniques for traditional multicamera networks can be applied to smart phones for reducing multimedia data size. However, the testing of these techniques on smart phones has been underexplored.
In this paper, we focus on this aspect and investigate the computation and communication energy consumption of data reduction techniques including background subtraction algorithms and compression techniques for Android-based smart phones. BS is a common processing approach to discover region of interest or moving parts of a frame (i.e., foreground) by performing subtraction between each video frame and a background model. Compression techniques also help decrease the amount of the transmitted multimedia data. The main motivation is to transmit the extracted data rather than the whole frame for saving energy. The background can be sent initially and the exact video can be constructed at the receiver side easily when the foreground frames arrive. While there exist many other studies which compare BS algorithms for different challenges such as illumination changes, dynamic background, and shadows [8] [9] [10] [11] , to the best of our knowledge the comparison in terms of computational energy overhead, complexity, and quality has not been done before. In addition, when Android phones are used in a WMSN under harsh environments such as earthquakes, where packet losses are inevitable during communications, the performance of BS algorithm under distorted frames needs to be investigated. This paper is an extended version of our work in [12] . The prior work presented the BS algorithms and their performance with limited experimentation and did not provide any details of the encoding techniques for multimedia transmission in WMSNs. In this extended version, we have implemented and compared 5 BS algorithms on an Android platform in terms of energy, time, and BS quality through extensive experimentation. The quality assessment is done under distorted images in cases when the multimedia data is generated by other cameras and sent over a wireless link. When transmitting multimedia data over a wireless link, transmitted data is exposed to losses or errors due to channel impairments [5] , creating distortion. For assessing the quality, we have used recall, precision, and harmonic mean ( -measure) as the metrics.
We have also compared two common compression techniques, namely, H.264 and MPEG-4, on an Android platform in terms of energy and storage when used in conjunction with BS algorithms in a WMSN setup. These compression techniques are also evaluated in terms of multimedia quality over a single hop WMSN. The experiment results showed that AMF approach [13] performs best in terms of energy savings and time. There are also several interesting outcomes regarding the quality for both regular and distorted images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 provides the background and motivation. Section 4 presents the experimental setup. In Section 5 experimental results are given including the evaluation of the BS algorithms and compression techniques. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 6.
Related Work
Several performance evaluation studies have been published to examine the weakness and strengths of BS algorithms [8, 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] . In [8] , a comparative evaluation of classical approaches has been conducted on background subtraction algorithms for exposing static foreground objects. The previous solutions have been categorized into several classes. Then, representative solutions have been compared using both quantitative and qualitative metrics. The paper concludes that subsampling based solutions give the best results at the expense of a low computational cost for generalpurpose static object detection. The authors in [9] have evaluated BS algorithms for a wide group of challenges in video surveillance. Nine different object segmentation algorithms are performed for surveillance settings where each of them covers different challenge such as gradual illumination changes, dynamic background, and shadows. The effect of the used postprocessing algorithms on several popular BS algorithms has been examined in [15] . Their comparison is conducted with a varied set of 7 outdoor and 6 indoor video sequences for different threshold parameters. In [18] , the authors provided a comparative study of several BS algorithms in terms of robustness, memory requirement, and computational efficiency. In [17] , several background subtraction algorithms are applied to the images with the ground truth in order to count the number of cars. The performance of the algorithms for the processing of million images is assessed based on some important metrics including scalability, accuracy, and processing time. The authors in [14] devote efforts to a certain application: intrusion detection in video surveillance. A multilevel technique is utilized for evaluating and comparing background subtraction algorithms. Moreover, a new similarity measure, called -Score, is also proposed which is adapted to the context of intrusion detection.
The authors in [19] have introduced a low complexity background subtraction algorithm which needs low-memory requirement. In this technique, a scaled background image is stored in internal memory of hardware platform, which leads to faster access. In subtraction operation, a lightweight image upscaling technique is employed to obtain the scaled down image. Background pixel is obtained from this scaled image. In [20] , authors proposed a novel technique for background subtraction on videos encoded in the baseline profile of H.264/AVC. The performance of their method is shown by International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 using diverse set of real-world surveillance sequences for realtime network streaming applications.
In [21] , several BS techniques are compared for different set of scenarios. Each of them is analyzed for different parameter configuration where precise ground data is missing. A sample of traffic snapshot captured from various intersections and highways is recorded in these images. The study aims to count an approximate number of cars in these images. Several approaches ranging from simple BS with global thresholding to more complex statistical ones are implemented and evaluated on various videos with ground truth. The aim of this study is to present an analytic ground to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the mostly used motion detection techniques. The study shows that simple modeling methods present roughly as well as complex methods. Additionally, postprocessing techniques greatly increase the performance of the BS algorithms when the parameters are chosen properly. Performance comparisons of these test scenarios are performed with fabricated datasets that present the fact that multimodal BS techniques outperform unimodal ones.
The authors in [22] show an energy consumption analysis of an Android smart phone for multimedia data transmission over UDP and TCP on an IEEE 802.11g network. This study reveals the relation between the wireless parameters, such as channel quality and network load, and battery consumption of the mobile phones for multimedia delivery. The results indicate that the network load and the channel quality have a significant impact on the energy consumption. In [23] , predictive and distributed coding techniques are studied empirically to present their energy efficiency in wireless sensor networks. The results for predictive video coding present the idea that intervideo coding shows higher compression efficiency. However, it consumes much more energy than intracoding. Hence, the authors propose utilizing image compression based intracoding in order to increase energy efficiency in the predictive video coding technique. Additionally, the results for distributed video coding reveal that Wyner-Ziv encoder is more energy efficient than PRISM encoder. The paper also proposes some modifications on PRISM and Wyner-Ziv encoders to decrease the energy consumption of these encoders. Eventually, their results reveal that the major cause of energy wastage is local processing implemented for video compression and not video transportation.
The authors in [24] survey some recent studies which improve the energy efficiency of wireless multimedia transmission in mobile devices. They classify the previous work conforming to different layers of the Internet protocol stack they use. Then, these works are regrouped based on their traffic scheduling and multimedia content adaptation techniques and compared in terms of their energy efficiency. The traffic scheduling category includes several solutions which optimize receiving energy without altering the real multimedia content. The second category contains the solutions which changes the real multimedia content in order to reduce energy consumption on the receiver and to decode and view the content. The work also considers some other research work which deals with energy aware multimedia data transmission among mobile devices. The performances of the MPEG-4 and H.264 video codes are analyzed by EvalVid framework and toolset in [25] for wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. In this work, the authors have performed simulations in NS2 for AODV routing protocol and constant bit rare traffic. The performance of these codes is evaluated in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [12] . The study shows that H.264 is more efficient for low bandwidth networks because it produces less amount of the data and has better quality compared to the MPEG-4 ones. Although this study shows the performance of two encoding methods for multimedia data transmission, it does not consider the computation energy and delay cost at the source. Different from the above works, our study in this paper investigates the performance of various BS algorithms and compression techniques on Android devices in terms of various criteria. First, our main goal is to investigate the energy efficiency of these approaches, which has not been done before. Second, we investigate the quality of the BS algorithms under different network channel conditions and packet sizes. Third, we show the gain of energy efficiency in terms of video transmission when compared to traditional approach of sending the whole video. It is important to note that the study is conducted on Android devices integrated with WMSN, which has not been done before. Finally, we investigate the use of different compression techniques along with BS algorithms.
Background Subtraction for Android Devices

Preliminaries on BS.
Background subtraction is a crucial task for many vital applications where the aim is to identify moving objects in the multimedia data for applications such as surveillance [21] . Determining moving objects from a video sequence is an essential and important task in many computer-vision applications [26] . The purpose of background subtraction is to separate the static part of the scene from the dynamic one in the raw video frames. This technique has three components: foreground detection; background maintenance; and postprocessing. Foreground detection indicates that pixels are classified as background or foreground. An example frame and its foreground obtained from the considered techniques are shown in Figure 1 . Background maintenance shows how the background is maintained over time. Different techniques are used for background subtraction process such as frame differencing, mean filtering, and mixture of Gaussian distributions [21] . Background maintenance shows how the background is maintained over time. It decides how the background is adapted to consider some important situations, which may take place. There are two common maintenance methods: the blind and the selective. Postprocessing specifies how the segmented object areas are postprocessed to refuse false positives. Postprocessing goal is to enhance the results of BS algorithms. There are several kinds of postprocessing techniques: noise removal, blob processing, and object-level feedback [15] .
A good background subtraction algorithm has many rigors. First, the algorithm must be robust against changes in illumination. Second, it should prevent detecting nonstationary background objects, namely, swinging leaves, rain, snow, and shadow cast by moving objects. Finally, its internal background model should respond promptly to variation in background.
Motivation.
In order to decrease the amount of the multimedia data, BS algorithms are utilized for many multimedia applications. BS algorithms have been used in WMSNs for the purpose of multimedia data reduction to reduce energy consumption of camera sensors [27] . The main research challenge in this context was to be able to design lightweight BS algorithms that will require limited memory and CPU usage due to severe resource constraints of camera sensors. The quality of the BS algorithm was not the main concern. Instead, the focus was to reduce the computational complexity. For instance, in [28, 29] , the authors work with image blocks (i.e., 5 × 5 pixels) rather than the whole frame. Hence pixel blocks rather than individual pixels are obtained for processing. Average color of each block is then computed and used for reducing computation costs. Similarly, the work in [30] is based on compressive sensing (CS), as opposed to getting the average color of each block. The idea of CS is simple and different compared to the process of traditional compressing for images. It decreases the dimensionality of the data while protecting most of the information. BS is applied in the reduced data.
In this paper, we still consider a scenario in the context of WMSNs but battery-operated Android devices are also considered as part of this network. Such a device (e.g., an Android phone) can act as a relay to transmit multimedia data from cameras using its WiFi capability assuming that the WMSN runs a protocol stack based on IEEE 802.11s which is the new mesh networking standard [31] . Another possibility is to employ the Android devices as a data collector that relays the data to a remote station using 4G/LTE connections. A sample system architecture is shown in Figure 2 .
For such situations, BS algorithms can still be applied to save energy. Nonetheless, due to resource characteristics of Android devices, the selected BS algorithms do not have to be computationally efficient ones. This is because Android Site to be monitored devices have sophisticated hardware (e.g., CPU and memory), which makes them available to run computationally heavy algorithms. The only limitation, though, is the limited battery. These characteristics make smart phones a separate category in terms of resource availability. At the bottom of the hierarchy are the camera sensors. The next level includes Android devices and finally at the top level there will be devices without any computational and power limitations such as multimedia gateways.
Considering the role of Android devices in WMSNs, we argue that the performance of BS algorithms that will be run on Android devices needs to be assessed under a variety of conditions. This paper will be the first to assess the performance of BS algorithms for Android environments. We mainly focus on two aspects. First, we would like to assess energy consumption for both the computation and communication. Second, we would like to consider various network conditions assuming harsh environments such as earthquakes. When transmitting multimedia data over wireless channels in WMSNs, transmitted data is subject to packet losses or errors due to channel impairments. In particular, wireless link quality fluctuates dramatically over time due to the distance between nodes, multipath propagation, and interference [5] . The problems can be compounded with the effects from the environments (e.g., line of sight, obstacles). These problems may affect the quality of the received multimedia data which makes the selection of BS algorithm a more challenging task. Therefore, we will test the quality of the BS algorithms under various network conditions. As will be elaborated in the next section, we will consider different packet loss ratios and packet sizes when sending video data to the Android devices as seen in Figure 3 which makes the selection of BS algorithm a more challenging task.
Considered BS Algorithms.
We have picked 5 different BS algorithms to be compared by considering common methods of BS algorithms in the literature. These algorithms are shown in Table 1 . We have selected a set of current methods and more common approaches. These techniques are shown in Table 1 . MBG algorithm is the simplest technique selected as a baseline for performance improvement. It is explained in Section 3.1. Many BS techniques have been proposed. In order to reveal future directions of research, we have selected a moderate set of these involving current methods and more common approaches. We consider the Gaussian Mixture Model (AGM) algorithm for the background subtraction in [32] . The algorithm is implemented to generate the foreground objects utilizing a Gaussian mixture probability density with the elimination of shadows. The arguments for each Gaussian distribution are modified in a recurrent method. Besides, the proper number of Gaussian distributions is chosen during pixel processing for adjusting to the viewed scene. Then, a -Nearest Neighbor ( -NN) classifier is employed for recognizing persons. The classifier frequently avails two attributes used for object classification: area and 
Method
Naming Zivkovic and van der Heijden [32] AGM McFarlane and Schofield [13] AMF Oliver et al. [34] EGB McIvor [56] MBG Wren et al. [35] RGA the rate of the bounding box related to each detected object. This approach is easy but effective, and it leads remarkably to the tracking and prevents a complicated procedure for training data [33] . The nonperson objects and image noise can be efficiently deleted.
The second considered technique called AMF is a segmentation and tracking technique which has proposed to track piglets in [13] . The method is based on an approximate median filter. The technique utilizes one background estimate, which is compared pixel-by-pixel with the current frame and updated. As long as the considered pixel in the frame is greater than (brighter) the one in the background, the background value is increased by one or vice versa. Finding the difference between the current frame and background identifies the foreground. If it is greater than predefined threshold, the pixel is a foreground pixel. The approximate median filter provides low-memory consumption, fast computation, and robustness. However, this technique responds with slower update to big changes on illumination.
A real-time computer-vision and machine learning system is proposed for recognizing and modeling human behaviors for a surveillance application in [34] . A nonpixel technique (EGB) is proposed by using an eigenspace to construct background. This work also takes into account neighboring statistics. The algorithm has an ability to learn the background model from video sequences even if the video is composed of the moving foreground objects. Supervised statistical machine learning technique is used in order to identify normal single person behaviors and to model for person-to-person interactions.
Wren et al. [35] have proposed a technique named RGA for tracking people and interpreting their behavior called in a real-time system. The system is called Pfinder that includes a background estimation module. This technique is composed of a single Gaussian distribution for the background model at each pixel, and a variable number of Gaussian distributions coincide with several foreground object models. Pixels are divided into the background and foreground by discovering the model with the least Mahalanobis distance. Pfinder implements a maximum a posteriori probability approach for detecting and tracking of human body using simple two-dimensional models. It combines a priori knowledge about people so as to preinstall itself and to recover from errors. Pfinder indicates the utility of stochastic, region-based features for real-time image understanding. This approach is important for interactive-rate interpretation of the human form without custom hardware [35] .
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Considered Compression
Techniques. In addition to BS algorithms, in this work, we have compared the performances of two well-known compression techniques, namely, MPEG-4 and H.264 [36] [37] [38] [39] , for video transmission when BS is in use. MPEG-4 and H.264 are used standards for the coding of the visual data. These two techniques include two main features: a coded presentation naming syntax which represents visual information on a compressed form and a decoding method to reconstruct the original visual data. MPEG-4 has been developed by Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) [40] . H.264 coding standard is developed by both the Joint Video Team (JVT) of the International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [41] and the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). This standard has gained a significant advance on the compression performance over the existing standards. Although MPEG-4 and H.264 both engage with compressing of video data, these standards have different stress in their techniques. While MPEG-4 cares about flexibility, H.264 emphasizes efficiency and reliability. Hence, MPEG-4 can deal with video data including many different kinds of shapes by using a highly flexible toolkit of coding methods and resources. Contrary to MPEG-4, H.264 is really focused on efficient compression of video data [37] . MPEG-4 employs discrete cosine transform (DCT) and predictive coding to decrease casual redundancy [42, 43] . MPEG-4 describes a group of profiles: simple, object based, scalable, still texture, and studio profiles. As MPEG-4 is object based, video objects (VOs) in each scene are decoded separately. If individual decoding of the separate objects is not useful, the entire scene can be decoded as one VO. Each VO may include some scalability layers (one base layer and one or more enhancement layers), which are named as video object layers (VOLs). Each VOL contains video object planes which refer to an ordered sequence of snapshots in time. The encoder works on the shape, motion, and texture properties for each VOP.
H.264 specifies three kinds of profiles: baseline, extended, and main. All of these profiles are employed for different applications such as video conferencing, video streaming, video broadcast, and storage [25] . It uses block based motion compensated video coding and other features. H.264 includes two different layers, namely, Video Coding Layer (VCL) and Network Abstraction Layer (NAL). VCL consists of the specification of the main video compression components which carry out basic functions such as entropy coding, motion compensation, and transform coding of coefficients [41, 44] .
Experiment Setup
To examine the performance of the data reduction techniques, we have conducted a group of simulation experiments in Eclipse IDE for Android [45] including Java, C++, JNI [46] , and OpenCV libraries [47] . Assuming that an HTC Inspire 4G Android phone with 1 GHz Snapdragon processor and 4 GB memory on-board is part of the WMSN architecture, video data is processed on this phone. Once the phone obtains the video, BS algorithms are executed on this video in order to find the foreground of the considered frames. In this part of the experiments, we assumed that only one source generates multimedia data and this data is transmitted to the smart phone. We have not considered any distributed collaboration between the existing nodes and the smart phone. In the energy analysis, we have used the PowerTutor tool which allows measuring the battery consumption of each running application on the phone [48] .
For evaluating the performance of the compression techniques in terms of quality and energy over WMSN, we have used Network Simulator (NS-2) EvalVid framework [49] .
Performance Metrics.
We used three metrics for the overhead of the algorithm:
(i) Energy: this metric indicates the consumed energy from the battery for computation or communication.
(ii) Time: this metric indicates the computational complexity of the considered algorithm.
(iii) Storage: this metric indicates the number of bytes to store the compressed data after the BS algorithm is executed.
In order to compare BS performance qualitatively, we adopted the recall, precision, and -measure metrics used by Brutzer et al. [9] . Before describing these metrics, the following quantities should be known. Based on these definitions, we define the metrics as follows.
(i) Recall: this metric refers to detection rate or sensitivity. Additionally, we also use FP as metric, which is the percentage of background pixels incorrectly detected as foreground. It is computed as follows:
(ii) Precision: it refers to specificity and can be computed as follows:
(iii) -measure: this metric is the weighted harmonic mean of recall and precision and computed as follows:
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A good background algorithm should attain as high recall value as possible without losing precision. Although high values of recall and precision mean high performance, these metrics should be examined together. There is a trade-off between these two metrics. To achieve high recall value, one may need to sacrifice precision or vice versa. Hence,measure [50] is also used to express the performance when considering both the precision and recall results simultaneously. For example, a simple algorithm that assigns every pixel to foreground will have a perfect recall of 100% but an unacceptably low score in terms of precision. Conversely, if a system assigns most of the pixels to background, it will have a high score in terms of precision but will sacrifice recall to a significant degree. We used the -measure as another performance measure in order to exactly compare the performance when considering both the precision and recall results simultaneously. The -measure is maximized when the values of recall and precision are equally high or close. If it is set to 1, it is denoted as 1 [51] . In this paper, the 1 measure was used to compare the performance of the proposed method with that of the other methods.
Multimedia Quality Metric.
PSNR is calculated with the mean squared error (MSE), computed by averaging the squared intensity differences of distorted and reference frame pixels, along with the related quantity of PSNR. In this metric, we measure quality distortion comparing the input frame of the source's encoder against the impaired frame of the destination's (sink) decoder.
The PSNR of a grayscale frame of size 256 × 256 is measured as the MSE value which is defined as
where ( , ) and̂( , ) are the pixel value of the reconstructed frame from the input of the source code's frame encoder and that at the destination's decoder, respectively. We use the following PSNR metric:
where MSE is the mean square error between the two frames.
Performance Analysis
In order to compare the performance of data reduction techniques, we have performed two sets of experiments. First energy and time cost of the techniques are investigated. The second tests include the comparison of the techniques in terms of quality such as recall, precision, and -measure.
In this section, we present energy and transmission cost of the BS techniques in order to present their efficiency. In computational analysis section, we present the computational energy result of BS techniques in Android. Then, we show the transmission cost of BS techniques to reveal their benefit for Android and WMSN transmission. Additionally, we have investigated the performance of use of MPEG-4 and H.264 compression techniques in terms of power, storage, and multimedia quality.
Computational Analysis.
Energy consumption, time, and storage are critical issue for resource-constrained environment in a surveillance application. Therefore, it is crucial to analyze considered data reduction technique in terms of its power consumption, storage, and time. In this section, two different sets of performance comparisons are done. Firstly, BS techniques are analyzed in terms of energy and time and secondly the performances of compression techniques are investigated in terms of energy and storage. We would like to note that our goal is not to analyze the cost for the whole WMSNs. Instead, we focused on a single smart phone's energy consumption rates.
BS Techniques.
BS methods generate a background model by using different techniques and algorithms. As AMF uses basic methods with an adaptive median, RGA is based on statistical methods using one Gaussian distribution. AGM utilizes statistical methods based on multiple Gaussian distributions. Eventually, EGB employs some methods which are based on eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Table 2 gives a comparison of the BS algorithms in terms of algorithm complexity (excluding any initial processing costs) [52, 53] . In this table, is the number of frames, is the number of best eigenvectors, and is the number of Gaussian distributions used in the algorithm.
MBG requires frames in order to obtain the background. Its complexity is defined as ( ). AMF uses a very simple technique which compares the frame and the background model for a certain pixel. It is fast and effective with low time complexity (1). RGA utilizes statistical methods based on shape and color properties. It has fast response time with (1) complexity. AGM uses a probability density function for each pixel. It presents ( ) time complexity where is the number of Gaussian distributions per pixel. EGB method employs images in order to calculate best eigenvectors. Finally, it shows ( ) complexity per pixel where is the number of best eigenvectors.
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International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks In order to measure the performance of each BS approach in terms of the processing time and energy consumption, we conducted experiments by using 100 frames. The results are provided in Table 3 . This table shows that, due to its computational efficiency and simplicity, AMF method gives better performance in terms of time and energy compared to EGB. EGB algorithm requires huge memory and time in its learning phase. The classification phase of EGB requires less resource compared to the learning phase. As this learning cost leads to the additional delay and memory requirement, EGB is not an attractive method for Android devices in terms of delay and storage. AMF employs a lightweight algorithm which uses a simple approximate median filter to obtain the median. It does not need to store any frames in a buffer and modifies the obtained background model online. As AMF works much faster and requires less memory, it is suitable for Android devices. AGM algorithm gives also good performance in terms of energy and time requirement. It is improved by adapting the number of Gaussian distributions being used to model a given pixel. By means of this improvement, AGM consumes less energy and memory requirement. Considering their performances in terms of energy consumption and time, the order from the best to the worst is AMF, AGM, RGA, MBG, and then EGB.
Compression Techniques.
In this section, we have evaluated the overhead of MPEG-4 and H.264 coding techniques in terms of power and storage by means of the Video Converter Android program. Our goal was to observe which one would be most appropriate to use when BS is in use. Specifically, we compared the required energy of these techniques for compression in Android smartphone by using PowerTutor. In this test, we use a raw test file whose basic properties are given in Table 4 . This test file is compressed to Mp4 and 3 gp, obtained from codecs MPEG-4 and H.264, respectively. Table 5 shows energy consumption values of the compression operation and storage values of the compressed data for different resolutions of data. In this table, energy consumption of the compression operation (process) and total energy consumption (total) including computational and LCD are given in the separate columns in terms of joule. The result shows that H.264 gives the smallest size along with significantly low bit rate for high-resolution compressed data.
While the resolution of the compressed data is decreasing from 640 × 480 Kb/s to 640 × 360 Kb/s, the difference between these two techniques becomes smaller in terms of storage. However, it is known that H.264 presents better video quality at significantly lower bit rates [54] . For all of the benefits of H.264, our results show that it requires more processing power compared to MPEG-4. The reason behind this is that H.264 has more sophisticated computational techniques. Although MPEG-4 looks more efficient than H.264 in terms of computational power, H.264 has several benefits such as higher video quality at lower bit rates. In order to show their suitability for WMSN applications, the performances of these two techniques are also analyzed in terms of PSNR in Section 5.3.2.
Transmission Energy Analysis.
In order to decrease energy and bandwidth consumption, the size of the transmitting data should be decreased in embedded camera networks. Hence, the performance of BS techniques in terms of energy consumption is another vital issue. In this section, we present transmission energy analysis of the BS techniques so as to show their transmission energy consumption over WMSN.
As mentioned, the use of the BS algorithms leads to reductions in the size of video data, which eventually lowers the energy consumption (and bandwidth). To assess the energy gains, we conducted an experiment based on the transmission costs. Specifically, we measured the energy cost of BS algorithm and the transmission energy cost of extracted foreground in order to compare it with the transmission cost of the whole frame. Note that once the initial background of a frame is sent, there is no need to send the whole frames thereafter. Only, the foreground is sent to reconstruct the video at the receiver side. In order to measure transmission energy, we uploaded each frame to a web page. Again, the energy consumption of the battery is measured by using PowerTutor.
We picked a frame whose original size was 468 KB and the actual foreground is 2.68 KB. We run the 5 BS algorithms and obtained the foregrounds for the AGM, AMF, EGB, MBG, and RGA as 2.15 KB, 3.38 KB, 4.11 KB, 3.87 KB, and 4.62 KB, respectively. Each of these foregrounds is sent via wireless connection and the energy consumption is measured. The results shown in Table 6 show the transmission energy consumption of these foreground frames. Note that, due to similar size of the frames, the results returned from the PowerTutor are the same. While there would be minor differences if we had a more accurate way of getting energy consumption results, we argue that the energy consumption would not change significantly. We then added the cost of processing to this transmission energy to compute the total cost. These are also shown in Table 6 . All of these results are compared with a baseline where the cost of sending a whole frame without any processing is considered. Table 6 indicates that the used BS methods are at least three times energy efficient in terms of transmission. Looking at the results, we can see that AGM, AMF, and RGA are reducing the cost compared to the baseline. MBG is not efficient to be used and EGB has a lot of training overheads. Note that these results are for a single frame only. When the gain is computed for hundreds of frames, the efficiency of the BS algorithms will be much dramatic as seen in Table 7 . Such gains are for one hop transmission only and they can be further increased when multihop transmissions are used in a WMSN.
Quality Analysis.
In this section, we present the performance of BS methods and compression techniques in terms of quality, while the performances of these techniques are analyzed by precision, recall, and -measure as well as FP.
BS Techniques.
In addition to energy and computational efficiency, the quality of the foreground is also an important metric to assess. In this section, we conducted experiments to assess the quality of BS algorithms by considering precision, recall, and -measure as well as FP. For this experiment, we applied the BS algorithms to 500 frames. The video data is taken from Background Models Challenge (BMC) dataset [55] . We used parameter values based on the recommendations in [15] . These values are chosen by considering the best result of the algorithms. We use the BS results of the techniques in order to compare their performance. An example of foreground objects obtained from the considered techniques is also shown in Figure 4 . During evaluation of the five different algorithms introduced in Section 2, all the frames are used and average recall and precision percentages are found for each technique separately. To examine the performance of each BS algorithm, we have found the average of recall, precision, and -measure of the obtained results for three different packet sizes (16, 64, and 256 ) and two different frame error rates (0.01, 0.1). While this study uses video data with 500 frames, we only depicted the frame number 250 as a background frame as shown in Figure 4 (a). Its mask or ground truth is shown in Figure 4 (b). Figure 4 shows a background image, its mask (ground truth), and extracted objects (foreground) using the considered algorithms. Table 8 shows a comparison of BS algorithms in terms of precision, recall, -measure, and FP. The results indicate that AMF achieves the best -measure, precision, and FP results compared to the others. RGA is the second, followed by EGB, AGM, and MBG in terms of -measure. While EGB has a higher precision, its -measure is significantly worse than others. Moreover, AGM method shows significantly high recall because FNs are substantially decreased while TPs are increased. Nonetheless, the average -measure of the AGM method is 26% less than that of the AMF method. Among all, MBG performs the worst in terms of -measure, recall, and FP. Considering that AMF also provides the best performance in terms of energy consumption and time, it is the most suitable BS algorithm to be used on Android devices.
Compression Techniques.
In this section, we have evaluated the performances of two common video encoders MPEG-4 and H.264 in terms of video quality over a single hop WMSN. In this scenario, the base station is at one hop distance away from the WMSN nodes. In the simulations, one standard video sequence named Akiyo in the YUV format of QCIF resolution (176 × 144) is transmitted in the single hop WMSN. without transmission errors/losses in relation to the uncoded raw video source.
The figure shows H.264 only slightly different than the reference PSNR at the beginning of the frames sent. However, the PSNR value of MPEG-4 named Mp4 is less than its reference one because of the frame loss. MPEG-4 tends to have bigger I frame than H.264 due to its compression level. As 10% of the I frames for Mp4 have been lost, there is no loss in the transmission of the H.264 frames. This has a significant effect on PSNR results.
The figure reveals that H.264 encoding techniques present better multimedia quality in single hop WMSN. H.264 includes several techniques for coding multimedia that leads to the compression efficiency. It also intends to satisfy the requirements of the multimedia applications. Hence, H.264's PSNR values are nearly 5 dB greater than MPEG-4's ones.
Network Condition Analysis.
When transporting multimedia data over a wireless channel, transmitted data are exposed to losses or errors due to channel impairments. This dynamic nature of the wireless communication causes packet loss during communication. Due to such packet losses, the performance of BS algorithm can be impacted since the BS will be run on distorted frames. The investigation that is made in this section is related to the quality of the received video data at the Android phone since such quality may affect the performance of background subtraction algorithm that will be applied. For instance, if the received video frames are distorted significantly, then the quality of background subtraction may degrade.
In this section, we simulated packet losses in MATLAB by introducing various frame error rates in the channel in order to assess this impact. The frame error rate is applied on each video frame. The detailed information of distortion operation can be found in [5] . Each BS algorithm is applied on these distorted frames to evaluate the effect of the distortion on the algorithms. Additionally, the effects of the size of the packets are considered on the performance for the multimedia data.
The same MATLAB settings in [5] are also used in this paper.
Impact of Packet Loss on the BS Performance.
We have produced these precision-recall points for different frame error rates with predefined parameters. For brevity, we do not present precision-recall curves for each test sequence but instead provide averaged results. Figure 6 (a) and Table 8 present some representatives of the performance results for nondistorted (original) frames. We conducted experiments with frame error rates of 0.1 and 0.01. We looked at the precision versus recall results as shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 (a) shows that AMF is better than other methods in terms of -measure and precision. Figure 6 (b) shows precision versus recall points for BS methods when the frame error rate and packet size are 0.01 and 16, respectively. Figure 6 (b) presents the idea that while the recall values are nearly the same for all methods, themeasure values are decreased. In this case, FPs of the algorithms increase, resulting in poorer precision. The decreasing percentages of the AGM, AMF, EGB, MBG, and RGA algorithms are 32%, 76%, 35%, 42%, and 45%, respectively. Figure 6 (c) shows precision versus recall points for BS methods when the frame error rate and packet size are 0.1 and 16, respectively. Figure 6 (b) presents the idea that the high frame error rate generally leads to an increase of recall rate and decrease of the precision in the performance results. While the recall values of AMF, MBG, and EGB are slightly increasing, the recall values of RGA and AGM are nearly the same compared to Figure 6(b) . However, the precision values are generally decreased due to the high frame error rate. As a result, -measures of the algorithms are extremely decreasing depending on the distortion of the frames. The results indicate that the error rate highly affects the performance results. It implies that some preprocessing and postprocessing algorithms are required for detection of the region of interest parts of the frames.
Impact of Packet Size on BS Performance.
In addition to frame error rate, another factor that may impact the performance is the size of the packets created for the video data. To this end, we considered three different block sizes, 4 × 4, 8 × 8, and 16 × 16 bytes, to be read from each frame for transmission. Such block size created 16-, 64-, and 256-byte packets for transmission. We conducted the same experiment as in the previous subsection. Tables 9 and 10 packets sizes where the frame error rate is 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. These results show that the packet size effect on the -measure performance of BS algorithms is minimal (i.e., less than 10%). When the error rate is higher, the results suggest using small packet size (e.g., 16 or 64). With the reduced error rate, the bigger packet size (e.g., 256) is better.
Conclusion
This paper presented a comparative evaluation of a representative group of data reduction techniques including background subtraction algorithms and compression techniques for Android devices used in WMSNs. These techniques are compared based on their energy requirements for computation and communication as well as their capability of International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 13 correctly detecting objects on both original and distorted frames. Since the frames in the database come with ground truth, precision, recall, and -measure are used to compare the relative accuracy of the algorithms. The study investigates the energy and time requirement of five background subtraction (BS) algorithms for Android-based smart phones in WMSNs. Additionally, two well-known compression algorithms are examined in terms of energy and storage for the same Android platform. Firstly, the existing approaches have been analyzed in terms of energy, delay, and storage in an Android application. Then, the algorithms have been studied in terms of several metrics including recall, precision, and -measure. Additionally, the impact of the packet size and frame error rate on performance of BS algorithms is evaluated with respect to wireless transmission errors. All performance results of BS are given to understand their suitability for wireless communication for video data.
The performance results of BS techniques showed that, compared to the other algorithms, AMF has been the best in terms of all the metrics compared and thus fits the Android applications the best. AMF has the least energy consumption and it is the fastest algorithm. AMF is also better in terms of -measure and precision for nondistorted video data. The simulation results also show that the EGB, AMF, RGA, and AGM algorithms are also capable of identifying region of interest part of the distorted frames in lossy networks. However, increased frame error rate results in poorer performance in terms of -measure. Additionally, packet length does not have an impact on performance results for varying frame error rates.
The computational evaluation results of compression techniques showed that the encoding energy consumption of MPEG-4 at the source is less than that of H.264 one at the expense of storage and multimedia quality over WMSN. The performance of MPEG-4 in terms of transmission energy also outperforms H.264 for a single hop multimedia transmission over WMSN.
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